PART-TIME SUPPORTERS!

Section III:
ES & FFing!

Thanks for calling again!
“BOUGHT WITH A PRICE!”
(1 Cor. 6:20) — A How-To Manual for Escort FF’ers! — By an FF’er in the Far East!

INTRODUCTION
WHILE DISCUSSING WITH MY LOVING MATE THE EXCITING TESTIMONIES OF MY ESCORT SERVICE DATES, he began to encourage me to write about this subject for the girls in the Family who might want to try such a ministry but were not sure of how to go about it.

He said that the testimonies he’d heard from the girls in our international city for the past year since we began pioneering this outreach seemed to be bearing such good fruit in helping many lonely people, souls saved & financial support for the Homes, that it would be very timely to share these experiences with all.

MANY HOMES NEED MORE FINANCIAL SUPPORT AT THIS TIME TO PREPARE THEIR SURVIVAL as well as their day-to-day needs, & this kind of ministry has really given our Homes the boost they’ve needed to tide us thru’ some very tight financial spots, as well as provide the funds to start preparing in earnest for the coming crises ahead in buying storage food, camping supplies etc. Almost all of us here are mothers with small or large families to care for, & we have seen how raising support thru’ this type of FF’ing has given us & our mates more time to devote to raising our children & other types of witnessing, instead of having to be tied down with a system job or barely making it under continual financial burdens.

IT’S DEFINITELY LIKE A SYSTEM JOB IN MANY WAYS, BUT THE ONLY ONE IN WHICH YOU CAN FF & WITNESS FULL-TIME! Dad’s vision for this ministry at this time is in No. 750:7: “If you could do it for the Lord, it’s not only a good living but a good witness! —You may have to do it to survive!” PTL!

I HAD BEEN TRYING UNSUCCESSFULLY TO GENERATE SUPPORT thru’ ministering-day after day to several “big” Fish & chasing after temporary jobs & other part-time work that never seemed to materialise into anything concrete. I got so discouraged by the lack of giving from my Fish & by the frustration of these ridiculous jobs that never paid off in either money or witnessing that I was fed up entirely! “I’m getting fed up with people who don’t show their gratitude by something material. It’s nice to say ‘thanks’ or ‘I love you’, but it doesn’t pay the bills!” (No. 682:50.)

THE NEED TO HAVE ENOUGH TO FEED THE CHILDREN & PAY THE RENT LITERALLY SHOOK ME OUT OF MY WITNESSING RUT & made me seek the Lord for the faith to overcome my fears of approaching this new FF’ing method! I was very fortunate to have a sister in our city who worked for several years as a dance hostess & on an escort service before she joined the Family. She occasionally still took assignments from them & could tell me all I needed to know to get started. I moved in with her for a couple of days & she taught me a crash course in ES’ing (Escort Service witnessing)!

PART 1
JOINING AN ESCORT AGENCY
WE FOUND THAT JOINING AN ESCORT SERVICE IS ONE OF THE MOST SELAH WAYS OF FF’ING if the security is handled wisely from the beginning. If open & frequent FF’ing is not possible, this may be a good method to try! Living in or near a large city with many hotels & a lot of people traveling thru’, there will be many opportunities to meet new people without getting too well known in any one regular “fishing hole”. As a matter of fact, we’re hardly seen at all as most of the time we’re with the man alone in his room.

MOST OF THE PEOPLE WE MEET ARE TRAVELLERS who are alone or lonely, & who don’t know anyone to relax with in the evening. If they do want to go out they usually ask us where we want to go for dinner or dancing, or we suggest places where we would not be likely to run into people we know. But most of the time we just go quietly in & out of the hotels with 100’s of other people & guests, & our activities are largely unnoticed or overlooked.

I FELT LIKE I HAD A THOUSAND & ONE QUESTIONS IN MY MIND to ask this more experienced girl as we set out together to go to the agency that she had worked with previously. When we got there she introduced me to the girls in the office who were young & seemed quite nice.

THEY GAVE ME A FORM TO FILL OUT with the expected questions of name, age, height, weight, hair colour, eyes, languages, talents, education etc. The name you put down should be the name you want to use for your dates & in all your dealings...
with the agency. Usually for security it’s better to use a different name than you normally use, either your middle name or a completely new one.

**SOME AGENCIES REQUIRE SOME LEGAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU** such as legal name, passport number, address & identity numbers. It’s best to put down a P.O. box address, not your street or home address! Sometimes they do not require your passport or identity number, but many of them do want this information. The less information you give them the better, but it all depends on the individual agency & how strict they are.

**YOU WILL NEED TO GIVE THEM A TELEPHONE NUMBER** where you can be reached as well as the times to call you when you are available. They will want to know if you are available full-time or part-time. If you don’t want to give them your phone number, 2 alternatives you could use would be to wait at the agency & use your phone on the nights you are available, or wait at another phone where they can call you page you if a job comes up.

**THEY MAY ASK YOU FOR A PHOTO, BUT IT’S NOT GOOD TO GIVE THEM ONE!** They will use it in a photo book to show clients who come by to look over the choice, & more often than not it’s the local people who come to look over the photo book. Worse yet, they may publish your photo in their advertisement which could be disastrous! I didn’t know all this & very naively gave them a photograph, & my friend was really upset at me afterwards that I would do such a stupid thing! She went back later & managed to get the photo back for me! TTL!

**IF YOU ARE A FOREIGNER IN THE COUNTRY,** they may require you to have a **work visa** to join their agency. If you do not have one & cannot get one, you could look for a more casual agency that doesn’t have this rule.

**MANY AGENCIES WILL WANT YOU TO PUT DOWN A CASH DEPOSIT.** The large agencies that advertise a lot may charge you quite a lot to start work for them, but the smaller ones usually only ask for your first agency fee in advance, which could be about $50. They will give you a receipt which you can return to them when you want to leave the agency & collect the money back. So bring some money with you & be prepared to leave a deposit if they ask for one.

**WE RETURNED TO MY FRIEND’S APT. & WAITED FOR THE FIRST CALL.** It was to be a busy night!

**PART 2**

**BEFORE THE 1ST DATE**

ALL DAY I’D BEEN PUMPING MY FRIEND FOR THE ANSWERS to all my questions! I needed to know exactly & in detail what to do, what to say, how to say it & how to witness in this situation! As happened with me & the other girls I’ve talked with, the first thing we had to do was overcome our fearful imaginations of all the “awful things that might happen”, & proceed by faith! The people you meet are just the same type of people you meet in FF’ing—big Fish, small Fish, receptive people, unresponsive people, people from all walks of life.

**WHEN A CALL COMES IN,** our agent tells us the man’s name, hotel, room number & any other information she has from talking with him, such as his nationality & if he specifically asked for a girl with certain characteristics or nationality. They want to know how long it will take us to get there, & we usually take a taxi. When going out at night alone it’s safest to take a taxi to & from the hotel, & just consider it part of the expenses of the job.

WE EITHER GO DIRECTLY TO THE ROOM, or call from the lobby on the hotel phone to make sure the man is there. Some agencies I’ve heard of have the girl phone the client before leaving home to discuss the plans for the evening & decide if she wants to accept the date. When he opens the door, we introduce ourselves, “Hello, my name is____. I’m from the Agency.” Many men offer us a drink & we can talk for about 5 or 10 minutes as an introduction. During this time as we find out a little about him, we also see what kind of a person he is & pray & decide if we want to stay.

**WE ARE USUALLY REQUIRED TO PHONE IN TO THE AGENCY** after a maximum of 15 minutes in their room to let them know what has been decided, whether the client wants us to stay as an “escort only” or if he wants “extra” (sex) included. We really have to pray for discernment & then trust the Lord for our decision! Some agencies may take you personally to meet the man & collect the agency fee for you.

**IT IS THE AGENCY’S POLICY FOR US TO HANDLE ALL OF THE BUSINESS FIRST,** to explain to the man about the payment & collect the money for all services agreed on. After our first 5 or 10 minutes of introductory conversation, we bring up the business by saying something like: “I always like to settle business first if you don’t mind, then we can forget about it & enjoy the evening together. I’ll need to phone my agency now & let them know if you’d like me to stay.”
THE MAN ASKS HOW MUCH HE NEEDS TO PAY, & if he's not very experienced in dealing with these agencies, he asks us to explain the procedure. We answer, "The receptionist at the agency has probably already told you that the agency fee is $60 (or whatever your agency charges) for 5 hours of my time as an escort only, which means going out somewhere, eating, dancing & talking."

USUALLY AT THIS POINT HE ASKS ABOUT OTHER SERVICES, OR SEX, & how much that will cost, but if he doesn't ask I just volunteer the information: "Anything else you would like to do we need to agree on between ourselves. He then asks how much & I just answer simply, "I ask & ."

SOME MEN WILL AGREE RIGHT AWAY, so I ask for the money in advance. We always try to be as sweet as possible & say something like this: "If you don't mind, I need to collect the money in advance please." If he raises some objections, just explain that "this is company policy & I need to phone them now to let them know what you have decided." (See No. 684:91)

SOME MEN TRY TO BARGAIN THE PRICE DOWN, & the way in which they do it tells us a lot about what kind of a man he is! If the man seems very nice & is trying to be agreeable but suggests that what I've asked is too much, I suggest a second price that I feel he can afford & that I'm happy with too, or I ask him what he feels is a fair price. If the 2nd price is agreeable to him, or if he suggests a reasonable price that I agree with, then I collect the payment & phone in to the agency. Very young men or students are not able to pay as much as I would usually ask of an older businessman, so I vary my requests accordingly.

REMEMBER THAT IT IS OFTEN VERY HUMBLING FOR MOST MEN TO CALL AN AGENCY & discuss this business with a girl, to be expressing his need & to pay for filling his need for companionship & sex. So we try to be as sweet as we know how to be with the Lord's love & make it as easy on him as possible, especially if we see that he is sincere.

OTHER MEN WILL TRY TO BARGAIN US DOWN AS FAR AS THEY CAN, & never seem to be satisfied with what we ask, even tho' they are staying at a 1st-class hotel & we know they can afford it. We can see they are just trying to get us as cheaply as they can & do not show much concern for our needs. This is the type of man to watch out for as they usually have proven to be unresponsive to our witness & tend to be more in the flesh.

The Men who really argue & try to bargain us down are more & more & who are not willing to give, are not usually able to receive our witness & our love, being selfish & proud! The girls here & I have almost always found this principle to hold true, so if his spirit seems really bad & stingy we might decide not to stay with him at all. There are 2 ways I handle this type of case. I sometimes agree to his price, but since I might not want to stay the full time with someone who is not receptive I say, "I'm sorry, but for that amount, if that's all you're prepared to give, I can only stay with you for 1 hour (or 2 hours) instead of 5, if that's agreeable with you." Usually they agree to a shorter time because it's not really companionship they're interested in, just sex. Then if they do respond to my witnessing & turn out to be receptive, I can stay longer to witness to them more, but if my judgement was correct & they are not a sheep, I'm not obliged to stay more than is easily bearable.

If I do not want to stay with the man at all or the Lord gives me a check that the man is really unpleasant or strange, the 2nd way I handle the situation is to get out of it from the beginning by saying something like this: "I'm very sorry, but I never bargain about business. I really don't think we can come to an agreement, so perhaps I'm not the right girl for you. The agency charges a cancellation fee of only $10. Perhaps you'd prefer to pay that & I could leave now." I try to get them to cancel me, because that keeps relations with the agent smoother than if I just told her, "I didn't like the man so I left." But if he willingly cancels me it's his fault the agent doesn't get paid for the job, not mine!

In the very rare case that he's not agreeable with anything & won't pay the cancellation fee, I just leave as quickly as possible & phone in to the agency immediately to tell them what happened. They sometimes ask me to pay the cancellation fee out of my pocket which I do to keep on good terms with them. Now that they know me pretty well & are sympathetic, they just accept my explanation if I call them back right away & they don't charge me anything.

In almost every date, however, we have found the men to be very nice & easy to handle & the business was concluded within a matter of minutes. Then I just tuck the money away in my purse & always remember to take my purse with me to the toilet when I need to "powder my nose" or take a shower! Remember never to carry any information, papers letters & especially in your
O"TWO UNPLEASANT PEOPLE from time to time, or people who seem a bit strange, but never anyone really bad. I'm sure the Lord is protecting us every step of the way because we always pray & ask specifically for receptive people, sweet & lonely people that we can be a blessing to—And He always answers our prayers!

WE HAVE EVEN LEARNED A GREAT DEAL FROM THE UNPLEASANT EXPERIENCES, & have always been able to find answers, comfort & lessons from the Bible & the Letters to fit every situation. There are certain "risks" that you take in this business just as in any FF'ing & it's not a ministry for the weak-hearted & wavering. The Eneny can really fight you thru your fearful & vivid imaginings & get you very nervous & shaky.

WE'VE FOUND THAT AT THE TIMES WE HAD THE GREATEST ATTACKS OF FEAR IS WHEN THE LORD IS ABOUT TO BRING US TOGETHER WITH A WONDERFUL & RECEPTIVE PERSON! So it really pays to face your fears & go on the attack with the Word, reading the Word, quoting the Word, praying & claiming Scriptures, & the Lord will never fail to meet you in the Word! The importance of reading & re-reading the Letters on FF'ing cannot be stressed enough because this is where you'll find the faith for any situation you run into!

A COMFORTING QUOTE TO CLAIM is: "I don't think it's a risk as long as you're trusting God, it's a sure thing, it's no risk!" (No. 561:59.) And there are many many others in the Bible & the Letters to continually quote & claim, PTL!

PART 4 MY FIRST NIGHT OUT! WHILE WAITING FOR THE FIRST CALL, we got dressed & put on some make-up. Soon the phone rang! The agent asked for me & said I needed to be at a certain hotel in 15 minutes & don't be late! There was a regular customer waiting who often used this agency & was someone they all knew quite well.

IN THE TAXI TO THE HOTEL I WAS REALLY NERVOUS & SHAKING! But I was glad to know this was a well-known client & that he would understand the procedure better than I. He certainly did!

I WAS TOTALLY SHOCKED WHEN HE MET ME AT THE DOOR IN HIS UNDERWEAR, a big smile & a bear hug! He was in his 30's, a sturdy German who had been living in the hotel for about a year here on business. He explained that he had a business dinner starting in a short time & so we settled the business quickly according to the instructions from my friend, got undressed & started right in making love.

IN ONLY 20 MINUTES I WAS IN THE ELEVATOR with him saying good-bye as he went off to his dinner appointment! I hadn't even had time to stop shaking from the taxi ride & my first date was already over! I returned to my friend's apartment & told her what happened, & she remembered this same man quite well as she had spent some time with him & had witnessed to him. I was glad she had because I didn't have a chance to say much at all in our limited conversation except that I believed in God!

WHEN MORE & MORE GIRLS BEGAN JOINING THE AGENCY, we found out that this gentleman was called upon to see each one & probably gave his opinion to the agent! Ha! He got witnessed to so many times that I wonder if he ever got suspicious about what was
going on! I saw him one more time before he moved to a new city & it turned out he was working for the same company we knew of thru' our most important local kings—so it was a pretty close call, & I was relieved when he transferred to a new job location far far away!!

BUT THE NIGHT WAS NOT OVER! We had gotten all ready for sleep when the phone rang again at 11:00. The agent said she had a job for both of us together with some Arab airline pilots at a nearby hotel. We got ready again quickly as girls are not usually allowed up to the rooms after midnight (especially local girls, natives of the country. Foreign girls can usually get by with a lot more.)

THE PILOTS WERE ALL YOUNG & VERY NICE. We talked for a little while then went to a bar downstairs for a drink & an hour's conversation. Back upstairs again my friend went to one room & I went with my date to another, noting each other's room number so we could call each other & leave together if we wanted to later on. My pilot was so receptive & sweet that I was able to witness to him quite easily!

I SAW HIM SEVERAL OTHER TIMES BEFORE HE LEFT town to follow up the witness, & he still writes to me as I have him on my regular selah mailing list & have sent him some personal letters & some selah lit.

PART 5
WITNESSING ON AN "ES" DATE

WITNESSING ON AN "ES" DATE IS VERY MUCH LIKE WITNESSING ON AN FF DATE, which has been written about so extensively in the Letters. Once the practical or business end of matters is finished, you try as best you can in each situation to get to know the man & his needs, & look for the right opening to begin your witness, & be led of the Lord!

THESE MEN ARE USUALLY QUITE LONELY & ALREADY HUMBLE enough to express their needs, & you are also already humbled by expressing your needs to them too, so we've found this to be a very good way to start an open & honest relationship. They really appreciate being able to talk to a kind & sympathetic listener! Especially when they expected some sort of hard-boiled & uncaring woman to come, they are usually completely amazed to find such an angel like you who is truly concerned about them!

"THE BIGGEST PROBLEM EVERY TRAVELLING SALESMAN or travelling businessman has... is his sexual needs & his need for companionship, just someone that he knows, a friend, loved ones, somebody! Especially some of those guys who have jobs just like I did, which keep them on the road most of the time... They really need help & we're the perfect answer to their need once they find the Lord & find us." (No. 652:28-30)

"THAT'S ONE THING EVEN A WHORE CAN MAKE YOU FEEL for a few minutes, somebody cares enough to help you a little bit & love you, believe it or not! Most of the whores & prostitutes I ever knew, & God must have given me experience along that line so I'd know what I'm talking about, enjoyed their work & they loved the men & felt like they were trying to help them, believe it or not!

"WELL, NOW, IF IT'S ANY FORM OF REAL LOVE, IT MUST BE OF GOD, God must have mercy on some men. There may be brute beasts & pigs, but at the same time God has mercy on some. I know God had mercy on me when I was in need, time & again He had mercy on me.

"I WOULD LITERALLY PRAY FOR SOMEONE TO HELP ME when I was desperate & out on the road thousands of miles from my own wife & sometimes for months at a time without getting home. I would pray, "Lord God, I am finally getting desperate, please send me someone just to talk to if nothing else, someone to love, someone who will show me a little interest, a little concern, & just be concerned enough about me to sit down at my table & talk." That's what most men need most of all, just somebody to show an interest in them." (No. 561:42-45)

"IF THEIR SEXUAL & AFFECTIONATE LOVE NEEDS WERE BEING MET, they wouldn't be there" (or they wouldn't be phoning an agency). "That is the place of the needy, that is the place you might almost say is the welfare queue, where they come to be fed because they're starving & they have no one to feed them. They neither have the Lord's love nor many times even a woman's natural love. They are love-starved, they must be, why else would they be there?

"THEY COME THERE TO BE FED, TO BE MINISTERED UNTO, that's the kind of people who come. There may be a few wholemongers, I'm sure there are, who are just in it for sex & pure sex sake & just greedy pigs. But we recognise those right away, we don't get involved with that kind of people, we never have.

"YOU'RE A POWERHOUSE, YOU'RE A GENERATOR OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD! Think what an effect that has on them. Think! Even without their understanding or realising what's happening in them, it's almost like you generate so much power it just automatically purifies their hearts & their minds & their souls, & the words you give.
help them to understand what’s happening.” (No. 561:26-28,32.)

BUT YOU MAY WONDER HOW TO START YOUR VERBAL WITNESS in such a situation in which the man of course looks at you from the beginning as a “prostitute” or “call girl.” How can you get him to believe you are sincere about Jesus when you are “doing it for money”? It may sound strange, but it’s true, that I’ve found that witnessing from this lowly & humble position is one of the most effective ways to get the message across yet. PTL! In the eyes of man you can’t get much lower than to sell your body, but thank the Lord that “He giveth grace unto the lowly!” (Pr. 3:34.)

ONCE THEY SEE HOW SWEET & LOVELY YOU ARE & feel your interest in them, they may get very curious about you & ask you a lot of questions about yourself, including the classic, “What’s a nice girl like you doing in a business like this?”

I USUALLY TELL THEM THAT I LOVE MY WORK BECAUSE I LOVE PEOPLE, & that I still correspond with many of my friends found in this work. They are amazed to hear such a positive attitude! They may ask what other work you do & you can tell them that you have a family or a child perhaps. I try always to stick to the truth, I just don’t tell them all of it right away!

IF THEY ASK IF YOU ARE MARRIED, you can say yes like some of the girls do, & when they ask if your husband knows what you’re doing you can say, “Of course! He’s a struggling musician (artist etc.) without a paid job at the moment, & this is how I can help out. We both like to share with others.” If you are not legally married to your mate, you can always say that you have a boyfriend.

WHEN IT SEEMS TO BE THE RIGHT TIME, I HAVE USUALLY FOUND THAT MY PERSONAL TESTIMONY is the best way to begin the more direct witnessing about Jesus, & that I’ve found happiness in my life no matter what the circumstances, & that this love of Jesus has given me a way to really help other people. I always tailor the way I tell it to fit the receptivity of each man, sometimes only a few sentences & occasionally the whole saga!

I EXPLAIN THE LOVE MESSAGE TO THEM IN A WAY THEY CAN UNDERSTAND IT, which you can find written about over & over again in the FF Letters. I tell them, the reason I can be in this business & still believe in Jesus & share His love is because the only 2 commandments Jesus said were the most important were to love God & to love others & that “against such (love) there is no law”. I remind them who Jesus Himself kept company with, the drunks, harlots, the poor & the despised. They were His disciples! And the extra love & affection you’ve been showing them all along is proof enough that you mean what you say!

THIS WEEKEND I MET A VERY IMPORTANT MAN FROM A MIDDLE EASTERN COUNTRY who travels away from his family 9 months out of every year & who has been calling the agency for 2 years when in town. I spent a long time talking with him & listening to him, & then witnessing & even reading 1 Cor. 13 from my pocket New Testament. He told me that of all the girls he had been sent from the agency I was the sweetest & the most loving. He usually asked for a different girl every time but he wanted to see me from now on because the other girls just take off their clothes & fuck & leave soon after, but I took time to really talk & share & we made love twice. He said he could see that I was really pure & that my “heart was white as salt!” He wanted to write me & have me write him & send him some things to read about my faith. PTL!

THE VERY NEXT NIGHT I MET A YOUNG MAN QUITE SUCCESSFUL IN BUSINESS in his native island, but whose marriage was on the rocks because of travelling so much. He listened intently to everything I said & my whole testimony, & also poured out his life & troubles & fears for a long time. He was not even interested in sex but hungered for spiritual fulfillment. We talked for several hours & later he prayed to receive Jesus when I asked him to, & told me that he had Jesus in his heart now! He is returning in a couple of weeks & almost begged, “Please be here, just be here when I come back!”

ANOTHER MAN, AN AMERICAN IN BUSINESS ABROAD really touched my heart & seemed to have some need he wasn’t talking about. After 2 hours of making love I began to give my testimony of how I stopped smoking (he was trying to stop) & got to the part of having an experience of faith by asking Jesus into my heart. He stopped me short & said, “Do you mean Jesus as your personal Saviour??!!” When I said yes, he started laughing & asked how I could make that jive with this work, because he said he was going thru something similar at that very moment!

I KNEW RIGHT AWAY HE WAS PROBABLY SAVED & having a terrible trial about calling for a girl at the agency, & he said that was exactly right! I began to explain about the love of God & our love message which he received so well, as he had just gotten saved & filled with the Holy Spirit recently
after some personal breakings in his life!

HE SAT & LISTENED FOR THE NEXT 3 HOURS to the whole story & Bible verses. We made love again & he was really praising the Lord this time. He told me he had been wanting to witness but his need for sex had him under such condemnation. He asked how to witness, so I told him about telling his own testimony & memorising some Salvation verses. He was so happy he said he felt like running in the streets & shouting! What an encouragement! He said he must have been so far gone that God had to reach him thru' the agency to get His message thru' PTL! He called me on his next return to town to hear more!

THERE ARE SO MANY ENCOURAGING TESTIMONIES & stories we have from this witnessing work! "All we have is love, but we've got so much of it that God has to overburden us with customers, so to speak, because there are so few who are willing to supply it. There's nobody else to do the job." (No. 561:66.)

ONE NIGHT AS I DROVE TO A DATE PRAYING FOR THE COURAGE I NEEDED, I opened my Daily Light to this verse: "Ye are bought with a price: therefore glorify God in your body, & in your spirits, which are God's" (1 Cor. 6:20). Even tho' they have "bought" us for a time, we can use the situation to God's glory by showing His love in our bodies & our spirits, which really belong to God! "God is a pimp! How about that!—Boom! He's the biggest one there is—He uses His Church all the time to win souls & win hearts to Him to attract them to Him." (560:27.)

"I USED TO THINK WHAT A WONDERFUL THING it would be if those professionals were saved & had the Lord, & then how they could minister to those men & what a blessing they could be!" (No. 750:2.) Amen!!

PART 6
YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE AGENT

YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR AGENT CAN BE VERY GOOD as ours is with our first agent. We are very happy that she is a pleasant & young woman who lets us sign on her agency even tho' most of us do not have the proper working visa. My friend got quite close to this young agent & led her to the Lord, & her boyfriend as well! She even began witnessing to other people when she went out! She has always been reliable, fair & prompt with us & appreciates when we do the same for her. She does not take any drugs or alcohol & holds down another job with an airline. When she is out of town on a flight, she asks one of us to answer the phones at the agency!

WHEN MORE & MORE GIRLS WANTED TO JOIN THE AGENCY, MY FRIEND PIONEERED ANOTHER AGENCY & then introduced the new girls there. This new agent was also a young local woman but had a lot of problems & has not been reliable at times. She also knows & trusts all of us now & likes us to watch her phones when she's not there, but her establishment is somewhat low class & we do not feel comfortable in the surroundings or being there a lot of the time.

SOME OF THE PEOPLE YOU MEET CONNECTED WITH THESE AGENCIES MAY NOT BE SO NICE & you should be prepared for this. They may have other businesses too, even illegal ones, & many of them are on pills, alcohol & drugs, some controlled by pimps, syndicates, dealers etc.

SOME OF THE GIRLS HAVE FOUND OPEN DOORS TO WITNESS TO THE AGENTS & try to help them with their problems, but when they have not been receptive we felt it was best not to get too chummy with them or be on their premises too often. In most of our dealings we prefer to do it by phone & cheque as much as possible, & see them face-to-face as little as possible.

BOTH THESE AGENCIES STRESSED TO US THAT WE HAD TO STICK WITH ONE AGENCY ONLY, & this rule is the same for all the other agencies we've heard about in town, & some of them are very strict about it! I went to the 2nd agency one night to introduce a new girl & the agent there wanted me to sign up as well. I told her I was already with another agency in town (but I didn't name which one), but she still wanted me on hers. So I told her to put me on the bottom of her call list, just to be available if they had no one else to send.

She agreed on this basis & on the same night she sent me out on 2 different jobs!

NOW MOST OF THE GIRLS ARE REGISTERED WITH BOTH THESE AGENCIES in order to increase our chances of all being given a job on the nights we are free. Both the agents know we are doing this now & told us they realise that sometimes there are not enough jobs for all of us, so it's ok with them. We are their most well-liked & trusted girls & neither agency wants to lose us by restricting us too much!

ESCORT AGENCIES ARE LEGAL IN THIS COUNTRY, registered with the Tourist Bureau, & advertise frequently in hotel & tourist publications as "Escort Services" & "Massage Set"
vices”. The client who phones in is told by the receptionist that any other services (sex) are between the client & the girl, & the agency does not have any part in this.

IN SOME COUNTRIES PERSONAL PROSTITUTION IS LEGAL, which means that it involves only the girl & her date. But pimping, or procuring girls for money, is illegal. In other countries asking money for sexual services even on a personal basis is illegal. You’ll probably want to inquire into the laws of your own country.

ONE OF OUR GIRLS RECENTLY DECIDED TO DO A LITTLE INDEPENDENT HOOKING in a hotel bar one night because a lot of girls were available & there were no calls. She “picked up” a plain-clothes policeman almost immediately who rented a little room & made love to her, then explained who he was! He very kindly explained the mistakes she had made in her conversation with him in the bar & the laws of the land. Then much to her surprise he put $60 on the night table! She very wisely told him, “I will only accept that if it’s intended as a gift.” He didn’t answer but dressed & left it for her! Whew!

PART 7
AGENCY & PERSONAL FEES

FIRST I WOULD LIKE TO STRESS THE FAMILY’S POLICY ABOUT MONEY, which Dad has made very plain over & over again in many Letters: “NOW WE HAVE CLAIMED & WE HAVE SAID WITH CONVICTION, & IT’S THE TRUTH, THAT OUR GIRLS NEVER ACCEPT MONEY.” I’ve denied it from the standpoint of the world’s definition of prostitution. “No, we don’t accept money for it!” “We’re not charging, but we expect people to show their thanks & their appreciation, &

they ought to give it more for love than if we charged them!” (No. 652: 31, 57, 682: 55.)

“OUR GIRLS ARE NOT PROSTITUTES, neither have they ever asked anyone for a penny or more for sexual favours! They are free to have sex with whom they please & whom it pleases, just like the rest of you—in fact the whole world! But if they do it, they do it for love & never for money!” (No. 598: 58, 59.)

“THAT’S OUR PAY! WE DON’T GO TO BED FOR MONEY—ONLY FOR SOULS! Praise God! And we’re saving them too, & it’s worth it!” Thank God! The only price that’s worth it is an immortal undying soul! And we have proved it! We’ve got the good fruits to show it: The souls saved & the lives saved!” (No. 597: 71, 66.)

THE AGENCY FEES

THE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SYSTEM WORK ABOVE OTHER TYPES for busy mothers & girls is that it can be done part-time on the weekend, or only when necessary, you can constantly witness & FF to many people, & the pay is quite high for your time so that you can have most of the rest of your time for witnessing, litnessing, caring for your home & children & mate(s)! PTL!—Instead of a 9-5 job of routine work, low pay (especially in foreign fields) & always seeing the same people! THE RULES OF EACH ESCORT AGENCY MAY DIFFER

QUIT A LOT, & different countries with different standards will contrast greatly in how conservative or liberal the agencies might be.

IN OUR AGENCIES THE STANDARD RULE IS TO BRING A DEPOSIT PAYMENT WHEN WE SIGN UP, which is $40, to leave with the agent before going out on the first date. The agent gives a receipt for this deposit which can be turned in when we quit the agency & the money will be returned. Another large agency we have heard about in town charges about 5 times as much to join their agency, but they seem to do a bit more advertising, & may get more work. The $40 deposit is equivalent to the amount the agency gets from one date. They ask for this first agency fee in advance so the girl will not just run off with the agency money on the first date & never show up again.

WHEN A CLIENT CALLS THIS AGENCY he is told the “agency fee” is $60 for 5 hours of the escort’s time as an “escort only” (no sex included). If the man asks about the price for other services (sex) the receptionist tells him this can only be arranged between him & the girl, & usually they do not quote a price. (Some agencies we’ve heard about do set the price, but this is not legal in some countries.)

IF THE MAN WANTS THE GIRL ONLY FOR AN HOUR for “massage service” the agency fee is lower, usually about $30. Again, any other services of sex are negotiated separately between the man & the girl, but she is not allowed to stay longer than the one hour agreed upon, or the agency will charge the full amount.

THE ESCORT GIRL RECEIVES ONLY A SMALL PART OF THIS “AGENCY FEE”. US
ually enough to cover her taxis & expenses of about $10 for the 5-hour date, & about $3 for the massage date. If there is no sex, the girl will get a larger cut of the agency fee, about $15.

WHEN WE ARRANGE THE BUSINESS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE DATE, we are required to collect the agency fee at once & then phone the agency within the 1st 15 minutes of our arrival to let them know what kind of a date it is — "Escort only" or "Extra".

THE AMOUNT OF THE PERSONAL FEE CAN BEST BE SET BY EACH GIRL according to her faith & experience & her ability to judge what a man can afford. What we have to give them is priceless, & many of them realise that once they get to know what a wonderful & loving person you really are with the Lord's love & Spirit!

MY FRIEND TOLD ME THAT SHE USUALLY ASKS A PERSONAL FEE OF $200. If the man seems hesitant or she senses it might be a bit too high in a particular case, she adds, "But that includes the agency fee." I have found the same amount is quite reasonable & the other girls agree. As explained earlier, this fee can be altered according to each circumstance as you feel led. For short jobs, or "massage" jobs, the first asking price is usually about half.

I PREFER TO COLLECT BOTH FEES AT THE BEGINNING OF THE EVENING, the agency fee & my personal fee in most cases. It is much easier to conduct the business when you are still "strangers" & before you begin your witnessing. Once the business is over both of you can forget about it & not have to ask for it later that night or the next morning after you have become really close. The only exceptions to this that have worked for us is when the man is obviously wealthy & generous, very sweet & a known good client to the agency, or a man experienced in using the agencies & you feel you can trust him not to cheat you.

AT FIRST THE AGENCY INSISTED WE RETURN TO THEIR OFFICE IMMEDIATELY AFTER FINISHING THE JOB no matter how late the hour, to give them their portion of the agency fee. Once they got to know & trust us, they let us come by the next day or send it by cheque. One agent has even given us her bank account number into which we can just deposit the cash owed & have to make so many personal appearances at the agency.

IT'S VERY IMPORTANT TO BE PROMPT & HONEST IN ALL YOUR DEALINGS WITH THE AGENT, even if at first they try to get more out of you than they should! Start off with a good relationship from the beginning & you will benefit far more eventually by being one of their top girls that they call first. Never try to lie or cheat about what kind of job you did, as they expect from the system girls working for them. Being a sample pays off in your witness to them later!

PART B
ES'ING & SECURITY

AS MENTIONED EARLIER, ES'ING IS A VERY SELAH METHOD OF FF'ING if you maintain good security measures from the beginning. We are introduced mainly to travellers, businessmen who are staying only a couple of nights in a town at hotels & who don't know anyone or any place to go. When a call comes in, I usually ask what country the person is from, & I have told my agents that I do not want to accept any dates with local people.

SOME GIRLS RECEIVE PHONE CALLS FROM THE AGENT RIGHT AT THEIR HOME TELEPHONE NUMBER while others of us have rented & set up a special FF flat with a separate telephone especially for escort work. The cost of this flat is divided 4 ways so that it is easily paid for thru' the escort work. It is very centrally located to all the major hotels & transportation, & only the girls who know the agency are there to answer the phone, so this keeps our Homes & the other people living in them completely separate from our business number & location. We don't give our phone number to a lot of ES Fish, only in special important cases of real Fish or kings!

HAVING A SPECIAL FLAT GIVES US A PLACE TO KEEP OUR FF CLOTHES & EQUIPMENT, & we can work late hours & have a quiet place to rest the next day. We all keep separate bedding & sheets & towels there for health reasons. If your Homes are located mainly outside the main part of the city, renting such a room or flat may be the most convenient situation from which to work, as well as being the most selah.

WE ARE VERY CAREFUL ABOUT OUR LITERATURE SECURITY: We all counselled together & agreed that it would be very unwise to use any identifying lit from the Family at all, no matter how much of a sheep the person is, particularly on the first date! We do not even like to carry any Family lit to the appointment, only a small New Testament or Daily Light. Many hotels have the complete Gideon's Bible, & some even have the Gideon's translation of the Bible in English & the local language which is very useful.

OCCASIONALLY THE GIRLS HAVE USED SPECIALY PRE
PARED LIT with no identifying Family names or copyrights. The lit can be introduced slowly if the man is receptive & sheepy enough to continue with follow-up dates & if you put him on your personal mail ministry. The other Homes & members of your Families will usually be thankful for your keeping a good security on the literature so as not to possibly jeopardise them or even the whole work in your country!

ANOTHER AREA OF SECURITY IS YOUR FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS & BUSINESS. Personally, I do not like to come to the agency after each date & make a lot of personal appearances to pay the agency fees, so I prefer to pay by cheque. After using our Home account for a while, we discussed this matter & decided it would be safer for me to open a private account completely separate from our Home's account on which there are other co-signers, to handle all my escort business. The cheques I write are made out to a personal name of the agent, therefore any investigation that might come up into our activities in the event of legal hassles or persecution would not involve the Home or other members. One of our agents has now given some of us her personal account number into which we simply pay cash at the bank window, so this leaves no record at all of our transactions in our own banks.

PART 9
HEALTH, SEX & AFFLICTIONS

THERE ARE MANY LETTERS ON THE SUBJECT OF HEALTH, SEX & AFFLICTIONS to follow for FF'ing which all apply to escorting as well. There is possibly a greater risk of infection in this type of work as many of the men are accustomed to using agencies & being with many girls in many countries. So a wise precaution to take would be to have regular check-ups, especially if you notice any symptoms at all.

IF THE MAN APPEARS TO BE UNCLEAN in his personal habits, which you can sometimes spot by looking at his hands & fingernails, or if you suspect that he has an affliction after seeing his penis, do not hesitate to ask him to use a prophylactic or "rubber", also known as a contraceptive. It is like a long rubber "glove" that fits over the penis & can be quite helpful in diminishing the possibility of spreading infections. Some men will want to use them as a safeguard for their own health. So now we usually carry a package of 3 when we go in case either party wants to use them. They are very inexpensive & you can find them at any pharmacy.

ALWAYS WASH! -- BOTH YOURSELF & THE MAN before you engage in sex! If the man does not take a shower after he arrives, I go into the bathroom & wash myself, apply some vaseline or KY jelly for lubrication, & then take a small washcloth soaked in hot water & roll it up inside a small dry hand towel. I take the washcloth & towel & put it by the bedside, & before either sucking or fucking I wash the man's penis with the washcloth & also look it over carefully for any redness, rashes or cloudy coloured discharge. (If you give the end of the penis a little squeeze, some lubricating discharge will sometimes come out. If it's clear & there is no redness on the hole of the penis then the man is usually clean & healthy. If the discharge is cloudy, white or you see some redness, or a rash or any kind of sores on the penis, you could ask the man about it & use the prophylactic, or help him out by hand only.

A FAMILY MAN WITH WIFE & CHILDREN WHO HASN'T HAD MUCH EXPERIENCE WITH AGENCIES IS MORE LIKELY TO BE CLEAN & HEALTHY than a man who uses agencies & prostitutes quite often, or who does not have a family waiting for him. After sex, I always run a warm tub bath & soak for about 5 minutes or more to clean internally. Keeping a little glass or sample of brandy in bed or mouthwash is also a good cleansing agent. One man from the Midwest washed his mouth & penis with brandy after each time & then soap & water! The "Happy Hooker" describes in her books that she always insists that the men take a good hot shower or bath with soap before any sex & if they are reluctant she marches them into the bathroom & scrubs them down vigorously herself.

PART 10
THE NEED FOR PRAYER & FELLOWSHIP

IT'S LOTS OF FUN TO BE WHEN THERE ARE SEVERAL GIRLS TOGETHER who can share testimonies, experiences, questions & ideas, as well as keep a good look-out for each other during the evening & know where each girl is going, how to contact her & her expected time home. We keep a blackboard by the phone of our FF flat to jot down this information & then erase it the next morning.

EVEN IF THERE'S ONLY ONE GIRL GOING OUT IN A HOME, it's very important to have the support & encouragement from her mate or family. This can be a very trying business at times & not always so fruitful, especially at first, & so requires a lot of sympathy & understanding & willingness to listen by other members. The attitude of the Family around you can really affect you a lot, either by giving you the faith & encour
management you need each time, or
if there are any spoken or un-
spoken doubts, fears or disappro-
vals it can really throw you &
cause you unnecessary trials. If
Home members or mates are
too pushy about trying to get
you out on a job, this can also
be quite a trial!

WE ARE NOT IN IT FOR
THE MONEY ONLY, but just
as in all FF’ing we are in it for
souls & showing the love of God
to the world. But frankly, the
usual reason we have begun in
this ministry is because our Home
needed the extra support finan-
cially. There is a lot of sacrifice
& humbling in ES work that goes
along with the enjoyment, wit-
nessing & rewards it brings—lay-
ning down your all for the men
you meet to satisfy their needs
& try to win them to the Lord,
as well as laying down your pride
& reputation & your all to help
provide for the Family!

WE HAVE ALL HAD A LOT
OF WONDERFUL ENCOUR-
AGEMENT FROM OUR FAMI-
LIES HERE, & everyone rejoices
with us when they hear the testi-
monies of love given & lives
changed, & they sympathise a-
bout the not-so-pleasant times &
the ones that got away. But if
anyone has doubts about this
ministry & its fruits, maybe it
would be better not to knock it
till you try it—you might really
like it! Or you might get “ES
fever” & find it a fantastic source
of new Fish & friends & a new
mailing list as well as needed
support!

THERE ARE ALSO WEAK-
ER BRETHREN, PART-TIME
MEMBERS, CATACOMBS &
FISH in the Family who may
not be able to understand or ac-
cept this type of work being
done, so we keep it selah from
them as much as possible. It’s
a pretty radical ministry ex-
ccept for those who are really
sold-out to the Lord & can un-
derstand being willing to do any-
thing for souls & the Lord!
PTL! We love it!

IT’S ALSO IMPORTANT
THAT YOUR HOME DOES
NOT GET COMPLETELY DE-
PENDENT ON YOU AS THE
MAIN & ONLY SOURCE OF
INCOME! The large amounts
of money that can come in thru
ES’ing in such a short time can
really be astounding to a little
Home that has existed on the
bare bone, & compared to the
money coming in thru’ other
ministries, maybe it will seem
they are not worth it to some.
But this is not true, & it can be
very dangerous to become de-
pendent on only one source of
income & neglect your other
ministries for the Lord!—Espe-
cially since the Lord will not
bless such an attitude! ES’ing
can be quickly brought to a halt
temporarily or permanently by
different means—pregnancy,
periods, afflictions or ill health,
or you may get no jobs at all for
a while because of no callers, &
other outreaches must still be
used to keep the Family going.

“You may have discover-
ered that these other
6 SUPPORTERS are so fruitful
& profitable that you figure the
main idea is to try to earn a liv-
ing, & you’re forgetting what
you joined the army for.

“ But if you don’t ‘pub-
lsh! Glad tidings’ & get
them out as in ‘The Birthday
Warning’, God’s judgements are
going to fall!—He’s not going
to bless your provisioning, He’s
not going to bless your FF’ing,
He’s not going to bless anything
else if you neglect the Word of
God and the preaching of the
Gospel, the winning of souls &
tithing a full 10% on your total
income.

“But if you try to put
your support first &
leave preaching the
word & winning souls

LAST, GOD WILL NOT BLESS
IT. In fact, He will curse it.
God wants your love first of all,
He wants you to put Him first,
& His Word, & His job of win-
n ing souls, first of all. And all
the rest can follow along after-
ward, & that’s fine... Let’s try
to strike a balance, a happy me-
dium with a temperance & mod-
eration in all things,” (No. 697:
14,25,53,52,61.)

WE ARE HAPPY TO SEE
THAT WITH THE EXTRA IN-
COME we are able to do even
more for the Lord by printing &
buying more lit to distribute,
& send out more mailings to our
personal & ever-growing mailing
list of over 200, get our children
better equipped for their singing
& witnessing, as well as build a
good survival & camping supply.

THIS EXTRA INCOME
SHOULD TAKE THE PRESS-
URE OFF the members of the
Family who are trying to just
scrape by & give them more time
for lit distribution, DTD, singing,
training & teaching their chil-
dren, soul winning, provision-
ing etc.!

WHEN THERE ARE A FEW
GIRLS GETTING READY TO
GO OUT FOR THE NIGHT we
have always found great encour-
agement in stopping to pray to-
gether, claiming promises &
fighting the battle beforehand
in the Spirit, asking the Lord spe-
cifically for receptive people,
the opportunity to witness, to
be a blessing to the man we
meet, & to supply all our needs,
& to protect us, as well as any
individual prayer requests from
the girls for strength, faith, heal-
ing etc.

WE LIKE TO SPEND TIME
FILLING UP IN THE WORD,
the Bible & Letters, as well as
keeping each other encouraged
by sharing the details of each
person’s experiences, how we
witnessed, what we said & what
he said, funny things that hap
A HELPFUL & INFORMATIVE SERIES OF BOOKS TO READ IS THE "HAPPY HOOKER" BOOKS written by Xavier Hollander, a Dutch lady, former prostitute & then one of the top "madams" in New York for years. She writes with a very positive & humorous attitude about every aspect of the business as she learned it. She really likes her work, enjoys sex immensely & much of her experience & practical advice has been a real help to me. Some of her sexual experiences are too way out & get into perverseness, but you should be able to differentiate about what advice to take & what to leave. Watching movies & television shows about prostitutes are sometimes good, but they usually have a bad ending & a very system message & so are not always that edifying or encouraging.

AFTER A DATE IT'S GREAT TO HAVE SOMEONE THERE TO SHARE THE TESTIMONIES & EXPERIENCES WITH, as it takes a little time to unwind. It's also important for the Family to understand that the girl going out needs to either take a nap before going out or be allowed to sleep in late the next morning, because on an ES date you can count on being busy the whole time! Even if you sleep over in the hotel, your man may not give you much rest, & you'd be surprised how busy he can keep you when paying by the hour! Ha! So a sympathetic mate or helper at home can be a real blessing!

WHILE OUT ON A DOUBLE DATE WITH ONE OF MY SISTERS I was reminded that we are like a dedicated nunnery, as described in "Nuns of Love" & "Priestesses of Love" (NOS. 570 & 561) & when my date remarked about this similarity, a funny answer popped into my mind—"You've never heard of an order of nuns called 'The Sisters of Mary Magdalene', but you have now! She's like our patron saint, & she was Jesus’ no. 1 girl!" PTL So our fellowship & sisterhood & Family love are very important!

PART 11 DIFFERENT JOBS—Or different strokes for different folks!

THE VARIETY OF JOBS & MEN WE'VE ENCOUNTERED in ES work has certainly kept it interesting! Some of the most frequent types of jobs & situations we've had here I'll cover in this section:

1. NORMAL DATE WITH "EXTRA": In our experience in this country we have found that the kind of date we have most often is to meet the man in his hotel room, talk together anywhere from 15 minutes to several hours, & spend the rest of the time in bed. Sometimes we've gone out to dinner or dancing or drinks first, but many times the calls come late in the evening after normal dinner hours. But after all, intimacy is the best way to get really close to someone & learn about them & give them the witness they need! PTL! In other countries I've heard about, the normal date is strictly "Escort Only", others make the decision about the bed later in the date. It depends on the agency, country & customs & the individuals involved.

2. "ESCORT ONLY" DATES: Each of us have had several occasions to go on dates where we had a really pleasant time, going out to dinner & dancing, sight-seeing, talking or watching TV in the room. Sometimes the man is just wanting pleasant companionship & a tour guide, & other times once you arrive he decides to keep you for company but is too shy or afraid to take it any further.

3. "MASSAGE" APPOINTMENTS: If a man doesn't want to pay such a high agency fee & a high fee for the girl to stay a long time, but only wants her to come for 45 minutes or one hour, then he asks the agency for their "massage" service. I have heard of some men really only wanting a massage, but usually they just need a "quickie" before sleeping! It's harder to get in your witness in this situation, but it is possible & I've met some really sweet people this way. The agency insists tho' that we do not stay longer than the exact time or they will charge the man the full escort fee. After a massage appointment, many times the agency will call us back for a 2nd job.

4. CANCELLATION OF A JOB: Occasionally a man will cancel the girl after she arrives, either because he is not satisfied with the girl or he changes his mind, or the girl may decide she doesn't want to stay. When this happens, our agency charges a cancellation fee of about $10 out of which the girl keeps only about $2.50 to pay for her taxi. If I have come a long way by taxi I usually ask the man for my taxi fare in addition to the cancellation fee. If the man refuses to pay anything, I either call the agency from the room, or if the man is really unpleasant, I leave & call the agency immediately from the nearest phone. Our agents are pretty understanding in this situation as long as we phone back to them quickly.

5. MEETING LOCAL MEN ON APPOINTMENTS: I never
like to accept a date with a local man in this country because I know too many people as a family member! I've told my agents to book me only with travellers in hotels. Other girls here do accept local appointments. Our agent warned one girl before leaving to meet a local man to just ask for the agency fee & be very careful about asking for anything else until she was sure he wasn't with the police. Personally, I feel a lot safer sticking to the hotels where the floor manager & house detectives keep an eye on me & on which room I'm in, & can help me out of a bad situation if I need it! Going to a local apartment where nobody knows where I am seems to be more risky, unless in the case of a fellow being a regular, good & reliable customer of the agency.

6. UNPLEASANT MEN, UNUSUAL REQUESTS: From reading "The Happy Hooker" books I've learned that people who have unusual sex requests go to the professionals to get them filled. When I run into that situation I always use the Letters as my guide to stick to what is the natural use of the body, whatever feels good & is not unclean or unhealthy or harmful. For instance, if a man wants to fuck in the anus I just tell him, "Sorry, I'm just an old-fashioned girl!" & this usually gets a laugh & it's ok. If he insists I tell him that after the birth of my child I developed painful hemorrhoids & I can't. Sometimes I tell them why I feel the natural use of the body is best. So far as my own experience goes, the men with the most perverted sex sense are from the United States, & I've had more trouble with them than any other nationality! Of course, I've met some terrific men from the U.S. & real sheep who get saved, but up until now I've not encountered any perversion or real unpleasantness with any other nationality but that.

7. OVERNIGHT DATES: Our agency is not so strict to check up on the hours we spent & if we stay overnight, altho' they do have a policy of charging more per hour for the agency if we stay longer than 5 hours. Some girls ask a higher price to stay all night, or sometimes when we didn't have our FF flat we wanted to stay the night to keep from paying a hotel room! I think it's worthwhile to stay the night if the man asks you to, in order to talk with you more & hear your witness, but not if all he wants is more sex all night & not any rest or witnessing!

8. DOUBLE DATES: These can be a lot of fun if you are booked to go out with another sister! For girls going on their first date, it's much better to go with a more experienced sister if possible. Men who call for more than one girl are usually travelling with business partners, or a local man is arranging some companionship for his business clients, or you meet a tour group on a budget plan.

ONE NIGHT WE WERE CALLED BY A TOUR GROUP FROM IRAN, & I spent an hour with the tour guide, who then introduced me to a young man on the tour & I spent an hour with him, then he introduced me to his friend. But I was too tired by then so excused myself! If I'd had a nap that day I probably would have been up to the full tour myself! Ha! By spending a little time with each man & charging them all a lower price they can afford, you can do quite well & give quite a witness to each one!

SOMETIMES THE AGENCY TEAMS YOU UP WITH ANOTHER GIRL THEY HAVE ON THEIR BOOKS. These girls are sometimes pretty hard & even unpleasant or on drugs or too much liquor. We have met some nice girls tho' & would like to witness to them more too. The men can always see a big difference between our girls & the agency's other girls & sometimes they've cancelled the other girls & just kept us!

9. GROUP SEX. On one double date with another agency girl, the 3 men cancelled her & all of them wanted me! Well, this was new to me! The men were all really sweet, young & handsome so I didn't want to refuse! Pretty soon we were all in bed together having a great time, but I must admit it was pretty hard to witness & concentrate with so much going on! I followed up on the loneliest & sheepiest man by mail & he has written me loving letters & postcards from every place he travels. These men were all very sweet & loving, & we spent more than 2 hours talking together before anything began, but in other cases I guess it would just have to be up to the girl's own decision & the people involved.

10. SEX THERAPY: Some men who have sexual hang-ups & problems call in as they find a professional more sympathising & understanding. We have such wonderful guidance in the Letters for really knowing how to help & heal these sex & love-starved people, such as Letter No. 537 "God's Love Slave". "Even the doctors, psychiatrists & psychologists today are all talking about sex therapy, did you know that? I told you that London physicians are hiring prostitutes at £3 an hour to treat their patients, those whose real problem they know is a lack of affection, love & sex. They're sex-starved, they're frustrated, they have all kinds of phobias & inhibitions & fears
& neuroses & everything else because they feel nobody cares, nobody loves them. [No. 561: 41] “What better way to show them the love of God than to do your best to supply their desperately hungry needs for love... affection... the healing touch of your loving hands!” (no. 501: 50.)

11. MODELING & PHOTOGRAPHS: Some agencies offer modelling services & are called on for models for clothes, paintings or photographs. Of course, there are men who want to photograph nudes & even pornographic pictures. I would not accept such a job because of not knowing where the photo may be shown or published! Some men on a normal date will want to take your photograph in bed, but I never allow this either. The only photos I’ve ever allowed have been fully dressed if I feel the man will keep it to himself & wants one to remember me by in love. But I never allow it if I have any doubts about the man or if he is not receptive to the message.

12. GETTING TO A DATE LATE: If I’m going to be late, I always phone the man & tell him how much longer I’ll be & apologise. It’s a good idea to phone the agency also so they can give the same information if the man calls them back wondering where you are. The man is usually very appreciative when we’ve had to make a call like this, & a couple of times the girls told me that the man was glad we called as some other girl or pimp had come to their room & he got confused as to who the real agency girl was supposed to be!

PART 12
IMMEDIATE FOLLOW-UP

AFTER THE FIRST DATE, IF A MAN WANTS TO SEE ME AGAIN, I MUST DECIDE if I want to see them thru’ the agency or on my own. If he is definitely receptive & gets saved & I want to see him again on my own, I’ve found the best way is for me to call him. We’ve found it works best not to give out our personal Home phone number or FF flat number except in the very rarest of cases when no other way will suffice, in the case of someone very important to us & the Lord. If they are going to be in town for a while I prefer to call them so I can arrange my time better.

IF THE MAN IS LEAVING TOWN & WANTS TO CONTACT ME UPON HIS RETURN, I usually get an address where I can write to him, & give him my P.O. Box number. If the mail contact goes well, I can always give him my telephone number in a letter when I know his plans to return. If it is someone I definitely don’t want to lose contact with, I do give my number only in the cases of real sheep.

IF I DON’T WANT TO GIVE HIM ANY PERSONAL INFORMATION OF HOW TO REACH ME DIRECTLY, I tell him that it is company policy (& it is) that I’m not allowed to give my phone number or call him back directly, but that they can reach me anytime thru’ the agency.

IF THE AGENT FINDS OUT that one of the girls has been contacting their clients on the side, or giving out personal phone numbers, they will be understandably furious & may not give her any jobs for a while, or even fire her, & some agencies fine the girls money! So we’ve found it’s best to be really sure of the men we contact on our own & ask them not to let the agent know we’ve seen them again.

WHEN A MAN CALLS THE AGENCY BACK TO SEE ONE OF THE GIRLS AGAIN, the agency is very pleased, & the more repeat business you bring them the more they will call you for jobs. Our girls are so popular now that whenever we let them know we’re available, the agents give us immediate priority, as they’ve had quite a few travellers coming thru’ town on repeat visits asking to see the same girl, or calling the same agent even if they want a little variety! Satisfied customers! PTL!

MOST MEN WHO WANT TO SEE A GIRL FOR THE 2ND TIME PREFER TO SEE HER WITHOUT GOING THRU’ THE AGENCY, & we soon learned in the beginning that some of these men didn’t want to give any more financial help at all & got quite resentful when asked for help! The agency is there for your protection in these financial matters if you want to use it, & now the men we contact personally are only the ones who we feel are really potential for the Lord, & who appreciate our love & message enough to give, not pay!

I EXPLAIN TO THE MEN I FOLLOW UP ON, THAT I STILL NEED THEIR HELP FINANCIALLY for specific needs, & that I wanted to see them again instead of taking some other job thru’ the agency. Once I witnessed to them & they are a Fish I want to follow up on, I try to teach them the principle of giving being part of loving & filling each other’s needs!—No longer paying for playing, but giving for living!

THE MAIL MINISTRY FOLLOW-UP is the most important aspect of really winning these men for the Lord! I’ve had such wonderful mail responses from some of the sweetest men I’ve ever met who are always so surprised to get a loving personal note soon after they’ve met me. It shows them I really meant all I said & I do care about them, it wasn’t just a job! And that’s what these lonely travellers were really looking for, someone to give them a loving “home away
from home" & to welcome them back when they return, or to keep in touch with them by mail to continue to fill their need for spiritual companionship & give them food for their souls.

MY FIRST MAIL CONTACT IS USUALLY A SHORT LOVING NOTE & sometimes a small photocopy of something selah such as one of Grandmother's poems, or a salvation tract. Whether they respond or not, I continue to send them a couple more mailings of selah Letters I've retyped & photocopied, such as "Beauty For Ashes" & "The Operator". If they respond, & many do, I continue to answer their letters personally & send the selah lit, & if I feel it's appropriate I start sending them our personal Family newsletter, telling the activities of our witnessing. Then gradually I introduce them to the idea of the Family & our lit.

AS SOON AS I FEEL THEY ARE READY, I SEND IN THEIR NAME TO WIM so they can get their first opportunity to receive the mailings directly. It's good to send them a little personal note at this time telling them they will be receiving a Special Introductory Issue & to encourage them to write in with a donation for the missionaries the magazine is sponsoring worldwide. I've found more & more in the mail ministry that the personal touch is what makes the difference between those who write in for more & those who just file it away.

THE "BASIC COURSE" NOW BEING OFFERED BY WIM is excellent for these people who are learning about the Family mostly by mail. If you're interested in receiving it yourself to learn what is being sent to your Fish, you could do what I did when I wrote in my own name & address with a donation & asked for the "Special Introductory Issue" of the Family News & the "Basic Course!" I keep this course on file with my names & addresses & selah lit prepared to send out, for reference, so I know what these people are receiving & I can encourage them to continue on by receiving the regular IRF or TRF mailings. Most of my ES Fish have now had their names sent in to WIM & even tho' to date not too many have sent away for the lit, at least I know they've had the opportunity & encouragement to be a member of the Family.

And the several really turned-on Fish who have come in closer have made it all worthwhile, PTL! P.S. DON'T EVER LET THE ENEMY TEMPT YOU TO GET HARD & CYNICAL! There are certain disappointments you may encounter but even as a "pro" you can keep a soft heart if you keep your heart in the Word! Do it for love & Jesus & others, & you'll have a world full of lovers! Just be faithful "Mothers of God" & of others, & don't let the system's opinion of you bother!

SOME GOOD READING ON THE SUBJECT

No. 570:16-40—The story of a young boy in love with a prostitute.
561:90-92—When they fall in love with you.
533:18-22—The risks of your reputation!
535:75-77—Follow-up on one-night stands!
532:23-36—Hooking for Jesus! —And results!
537:9—David & his wild harlots!
597:32-36—The age-old profession today for the Lord!

ADDITIONAL NOTES ON NATURAL REMEDIES

GARLIC: One sexually transmitted disease coming mainly from the U.S. is called "Herpes" & is supposedly incurable at this time. The symptoms include blistering & open sores on the outer lips of the vagina making urination & intercourse extremely painful. Doctors can give antibiotics to heal these sores but almost every time the girl gets even a slight cold or infection, or is run-down or nervous, the sores reappear & can then spread the disease to others. A couple of girls here have this affliction, but after reading about Chinese & Eastern medicines, we learned that garlic is widely used as an antibiotic both internally & externally. One of the girls tried placing a sliced clove of garlic directly on the sore several times a day. It stung quite a bit but the sores healed & went away, PTL! Now every time the sores reappear the garlic cures them quickly when applied right away. This girl has gone a very long time without any recurrence so it looks like the Lord did a complete healing!

GINGER: Very effectively & extensively used in China for breaking up mucous in coughs, helps in fevers, colds, flu. I used it in a diluted warm tea with lemon & honey on my year-old daughter & all mucous was cleared up by morning after very difficult breathing & deep cough. Peel & slice & boil 5 minutes in water for weak solution, or longer for a stronger tea. Adding cloves, lemon & honey & even a dash of brandy can be quite effective for grown-ups!

PAPAYA: A tropical fruit with strong digestive enzymes. Used in meat tenderizers commercially. In Chinese medicine this is used as a natural antibiotic. Raw strips of papaya placed on an infected wound after surgery (antibiotics were ineffective to heal the infection) healed it very quickly, in a case cited in a London hospital. —With lots & lots of love in Jesus & our "king of the Lovers" David! —H,